
 

 

Title: Lost Echoes 

 

Introduction: 

 

Begin with a brief introduction that establishes the main setting and introduces the primary 

character or characters. 

Example: In the quiet town of Havenbrook, where echoes of the past linger in every alley, a 

troubled artist named Alex stumbles upon an old radio that tunes into lost echoes from another 

time. 

 

Main Characters and Setting: 

 

Introduce the main characters and the unique elements of the setting that contribute to the 

film's atmosphere. 

Example: Alex, haunted by personal demons, embarks on a journey with the mysterious radio, 

exploring the town's forgotten corners where memories of a bygone era come alive. 

 

Central Theme or Conflict: 

 

Clearly articulate the central theme or conflict that drives the narrative forward. 

Example: As Alex tunes into lost echoes, the lines between past and present blur, leading to a 

confrontation with unresolved emotions and a choice between clinging to the familiar or 

embracing an uncertain future. 

 

Rising Action and Turning Points: 

 

Highlight key events that propel the story forward, building tension and leading to turning 

points. 



 

 

Example: The radio becomes a portal to pivotal moments in Alex's life, confronting long-buried 

regrets and fractured relationships. Each echo brings a new revelation, pushing Alex to confront 

the ghosts of the past. 

 

Character Arc: 

 

Touch on the character's emotional journey and any transformations they undergo. 

Example: Through the echoes, Alex undergoes a cathartic journey of self-discovery, finding the 

strength to let go of the past and embrace the present. 

 

Climax and Resolution: 

 

Describe the climax of the story and how the central conflict is resolved. 

Example: In a climactic moment, Alex confronts the origin of the lost echoes, leading to a 

powerful realization that the key to moving forward lies in accepting and releasing the echoes of 

the past. 

 

Conclusion: 

 

Conclude the synopsis with a sentence that encapsulates the film's overall impact or message. 

Example: "Lost Echoes" is a poignant short film that explores the transformative power of 

confronting one's history, urging viewers to listen closely to the echoes that shape their present. 


